Funding Opportunities Bulletin

The funding opportunities links below have been curated by RGS Pre-Award Services through PIVOT. PIVOT is a comprehensive searchable database that enables you to find funding opportunities specifically tailored to your research area based on keywords you provide. PIVOT is easy to use and offers other valuable services that are helpful to investigators. Access is available at this site: http://www.pivot.cos.com. You do not need to register to be able to view the opportunities below or to conduct your own funding searches in PIVOT, but it is recommended for best results. If you have questions regarding PIVOT, please contact Dan Coonfield at dcoonfie@ku.edu or 864-7404.

Upcoming Opportunities for New Investigators

- Air Force Fiscal Year 2014 Young Investigator Research Program (YIP)
  Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR)

- Federal Services New Investigator Research Grant
  American Society of Health-System Pharmacists

Upcoming Opportunities from Foundation Sponsors

- Research Program or Curriculum Development or Provision
  Energy Foundation

New Limited Submission Opportunities

- Research Experiences for Teachers (RET) in Engineering and Computer Science
  National Science Foundation (NSF)

Upcoming Opportunities Related to Strategic Initiative Themes

Promoting Well-Being, Finding Cures

- Nanoscience and Nanotechnology in Biology and Medicine (R01)
  National Institutes of Health (NIH)

- U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command Broad Agency Announcement for Extramural Medical Research: Radiation Health Effects Research Program
  United States Department of Defense
Sustaining the Planet, Powering the World

- [Environmental Sustainability](#)
  National Science Foundation, ENG, CBET

- [Research Interests of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research BAA - Energy, Power and Propulsion (RTE) - Energy Conversion and Combustion Sciences](#)
  United States Department of Defense

- [BIRD Energy](#)
  Binational Industrial Research and Development (BIRD) Foundation

- [Innovation for Increasing Cybersecurity for Energy Delivery Systems (I2CEDS)](#)
  United States Department of Energy (DOE)

Building Communities, Expanding Opportunities

- [Requests for Applications: Treatment Research](#)
  Autism Speaks

- [Evaluating the Effectiveness of State, Local and Tribal Responses to Violence Committed Against Indian Women Living in Tribal Communities](#)
  United States Department of Justice (DOJ)

Harnessing Information, Multiplying Knowledge

- [Service Enterprise Systems (SES)](#)
  National Science Foundation, ENG, CMMI

- [Research Interests of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research BAA - Information, Decision and Complex Networks (RTC) - Science of Information, Computation and Fusion](#)
  United States Department of Defense

- [Endangered Languages Documentation Project Grants (ELDP Grants) - Individual Graduate Scholarships (IGS)](#)
  University of London